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Abstract

This paper presents a simple straightforward algorithm for evaluating reliability and expected execution time for software systems

consisting of fault-tolerant components. The components are built from functionally equivalent but independently developed versions

characterized by different reliability and performance. Both N-version programming (with parallel and sequential execution of the versions)

and the recovery block scheme are considered within a universal model.
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1. Introduction

Software failures are caused by errors made in various

phases of program development. When the software

reliability is of critical importance, special programming

techniques are used in order to achieve its fault tolerance.

Two of the best-known fault-tolerant software schemes are

N-version programming (NVP) and recovery block scheme

(RBS) [1]. Both schemes are based on the redundancy of

software modules (functionally equivalent but indepen-

dently developed) and the assumption that coincident

failures of modules are rare.

NVP was proposed by Chen and Avizienis [2]. This

approach presumes the execution of N functionally

equivalent software modules (called versions) that receive

the same input and send their outputs to a voter, which is

aimed at determining the system output. The voter produces

an output if at least M out of N outputs agree. Otherwise, the

system fails. Usually majority voting is used in which N is

odd and M ¼ ðN þ 1Þ=2:

RBS was proposed by Randell [3]. This approach

presumes consecutive execution of different versions. After

execution of each version, its output is tested by an acceptance

test block (ATB). If the ATB accepts the version output, the

process is terminated and the version output is considered to

be the output of the entire system. If the ATB does not accept

the output, the next version is executed. If all N versions do

not produce the accepted output, the system fails.

The fault-tolerant programming based on computational

redundancy usually requires additional resources and results

in performance penalties (particularly with regard to

computation time), which constitutes a tradeoff between

software performance and reliability. Estimating the effect

of the fault-tolerant programming on system performance is

especially important in safety critical real-time computer

applications. This effect has been studied by Tai et al. [4]

and by Goseva-Popstojanova and Grnarov [5,6]. While in

Ref. [4] a basic realization of NVP ðN ¼ 3;M ¼ 2Þ

consisting of versions with identical fault probabilities and

different execution times has been considered, in Refs. [5,6]

NVP with arbitrary N has been studied in which both times

to failure and execution times of different versions are

identically distributed random variables.

In many cases, the information about version reliability

and execution time is available from separate testing and/or

reliability prediction models [7]. This information can be

incorporated into a fault-tolerant program model in order to

obtain a more precise evaluation of reliability and perform-

ance. The reliability model of NVP with versions having

different reliability has been considered in Ref. [8]. However,

in this study, the system performance evaluation problem has

not been addressed and a general algorithm for evaluating

NVP reliability for arbitrary N and M has not been suggested.
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This paper presents an algorithm for evaluating the

reliability and the performance of NVP and RBS with

arbitrary N and M consisting of versions characterized by

different reliability and execution time.

The models of different fault-tolerant programs and

measures of their reliability and performance are presented

in Section 2. A fast algorithm for evaluating the reliability

and performance measures is presented in Section 3.

Section 4 contains illustrative examples.

2. The models

According to the model presented in Ref. [8], the

software system consists of C components. Each component

performs a subtask and the sequential execution of the

components performs a major task.

It is assumed that Nc functionally equivalent versions are

available for each component c: Each version has an

estimated reliability and execution time. Failures of

versions for each component are statistically independent

as well as the total failures of the different components.

In the simplest realization of NVP, execution of all

versions begins simultaneously and after all Nc versions

produce their outputs, the comparison is performed by the

voter. If there are at least Mc identical outputs the

component succeeds to perform the subtask, otherwise

the component fails. The execution time of the component is

equal to the execution time of the slowest version plus the

time needed by the voter to make the decision (the latter

time can usually be neglected).

Following the generalization of an idea suggested in

Ref. [4], the versions’ outputs could be compared each time

the output of a new version becomes available (when the total

number of completed versions is not less than Mc). If the

comparison shows that the outputs of Mc different version

coincide, the subtask execution is successfully terminated,

otherwise the execution proceeds until all of the versions are

executed. The component fails if after the execution of all Nc

versions, the number of identical outputs is less than Mc: The

entire component execution time is equal to the execution

time of the version that has produced the Mcth correct output

(Fig. 1A) plus the time needed by the voter to make the

decision. It can be seen that the component execution time is

Nomenclature

C number of components in the software system

Mc number of identical outputs needed for com-

ponent c to succeed

Nc number of versions in component c

pci probability that system component c produces

correct output after execution of ith version

PrðeÞ probability of event e

qi PrðT ¼ tiÞ

rci reliability of ith version of component c

tci time needed for system component c to produce

the correct output after execution of ith version

ti ith realization of T

T random execution time for the entire system

Tc random execution time for system component c

Tp upper bound for system execution time

tAT acceptance test time

tci execution time of ith version of component c

tv decision making time of the voter

X number of different realizations of T

1ðxÞ function: 1(TRUE) ¼ 1, 1(FALSE) ¼ 0

Acronyms

ATB acceptance test block

MGF moment generating function

NVP N-version programming

RBS recovery block scheme

Fig. 1. Examples of NVP with parallel (A) and sequential (B) version execution for N ¼ 5; M ¼ 3:
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